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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, for a translation and rotation coupled spacecraft, a saturated adaptive pose controller
is proposed to achieve the desired pose configuration tracking under the attitude constraints and
obstacle-avoidance constraints, input saturation, and external disturbances. First, a set of relative
kinematics and dynamics of a spacecraft on SE(3) under input saturation is established. Second,
cancellable potential functions are designed for the attitude constraints and the obstacle-avoidance
constraints by introducing the warning range. Then, based on the uniformly asymptotically stable
theory of nonlinear vanishing perturbation systems, an integrated pose controller leveraging the
cancellable potential functions is proposed for the spacecraft on SE(3) to achieve the desired pose
configuration tracking under multiple constraints. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed integrated
pose controller is illustrated by a numerical simulation of a spacecraft on SE(3) tracking the desired
pose configuration under multiple constraints.

© 2023 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years, space technology has developed rapidly with
he increasing frequency of human space missions, such as on-
rbit precision operation, rendezvous and docking (RVD), com-
lex spacecraft formation flying, space target capture, deep space
xploration and so on. There is a need for higher requirements on
he reliability, accuracy and rapidity of the translation and rota-
ion couple spacecraft control system to cope with the emergence
f various complex their space missions.
The traditional methods of designing attitude controller and

ranslational controller respectively are powerless in the face of
igh complexity and precision space missions, which affects the
ontrol effect. Therefore, it is of important research significance to
evise the integrated modeling and control of spacecraft position
nd attitude. Previous studies have developed many modeling
ethods for rigid body pose (position and attitude) control, in-
luding the dual quaternions (Gui & Vukovich, 2016) and the
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Lie group SE(3) (Brás, Izadi, Silvestre, Sanyal, & Oliveira, 2016;
Hamrah & Sanyal, 2022), as well as other rotation and position
vector combination methods of Euler angles (Kristiansen, Nick-
lasson, & Gravdahl, 2008), quaternions (Sun & Huo, 2015) and
modified Rodriguez parameters (Sun, Sun, & Jiang, 2022). The
dual quaternions and the Lie group SE(3) are more compact than
other methods. However, the fuzziness of the dual quaternions
results in the same attitude being expressed by two different
quaternions (Guo, Song, & Li, 2016). The pose model of spacecraft
on SE(3) can avoid this problem, which has attracted extensive
research recently (Dhullipalla, Hamrah, Warier, & Sanyal, 2019;
Lee, Viswanathan, Holguin, Sanyal, & Butcher, 2013; Zhang, Ye,
Xiao, & Sun, 2022).

In addition, the spacecraft may be faced with the threat of
collision with other spacecraft, targets and space obstacles (Hu,
Dong, Zhang, & Ma, 2015). Meanwhile, the spaceborne equipment
on the spacecraft needs to meet attitude constraints (Li, Wang,
Zhang, & Duan, 2021). Recently, plenty of research efforts are
devoted to the RVD of spacecraft, which considers both attitude
constraints and obstacle-avoidance constraints. In Zappulla, Park,
Virgili-Llop, and Romano (2019), considering the dynamic envi-
ronment, the autonomous RVD of spacecraft was realized based
on the artificial potential functions. In Henry, Zenteno-Torres,
Cieslak, Ferreira De Loza, and Dávila (2021), a spacecraft modeled
as a translation and rotation coupled model was established on
dual quaternions, and a fault-tolerant controller was designed to
realize the autonomous RVD. However, the above research only
focuses on the special scene of spacecraft RVD, and cannot be
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pplied to spacecraft pose control under attitude constraints and
bstacle-avoidance constraints.
To the best of our knowledge, for the spacecraft with pose

onstraints, nonlinear input saturation, and external disturbances,
esigning an integrated pose tracking controller on SE(3) is still
n open problem. We address these challenging issues by es-
ablishing relative kinematics and dynamics of the spacecraft on
E(3) firstly. To handle the actuators saturation, an input satu-
ation model is constructed with a dead-zone based operation.
hen, cancellable potential functions (the potential functions are
ancelled or does not work when the spacecraft reaches the
esired pose configuration) for the attitude constraints and the
bstacle-avoidance constraints are designed by introducing the
arning range. Finally, based on the uniformly asymptotically
table theory of nonlinear vanishing perturbation systems (Khalil,
002, Section 9.1), an saturated adaptive pose (SAP) controller us-
ng the cancellable potential functions is proposed for the space-
raft to achieve the desired pose configuration tracking under
ultiple constraints.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as:

1. In contrast to the existing attitude potential functions
in Chen and Shan (2021), Kulumani and Lee (2017) and
Shen, Yue, Goh, Wu, and Wang (2018), the proposed at-
titude potential function, considers not only the static
attitude-forbidden zones, but also the dynamic attitude-
forbidden zones. In addition, we also proposed a method
for calculating the warning angle and warning distance and
applied these to the design of potential functions.

2. Compared with Huang, Yan, and Zhou (2017), Huang, Yan,
Zhou, and Yang (2017) and Zhang, Ye, Biggs, and Sun
(2019), the uniformly asymptotically stable theory of non-
linear vanishing perturbation systems is rigorously applied
for the closed-loop stability analysis, where we obtain a
conservative condition for satisfying the key requirement
in the theory by using saturation operation.

. Preliminaries

.1. Kinematics and dynamics of a spacecraft on SE(3)

In this paper, a translation and rotation coupled spacecraft
s considered. Let I(xI , y I , z I ) denote the Earth centered inertial
(ECI) frame and B(xb, yb, zb) denote the body-fixed frame with
the origin being located at the centroid. Let p ∈ R3 express the
position vector of the spacecraft in the ECI frame I and R ∈ SO(3)
express the spacecraft rotation matrix from body-fixed frame B to
ECI frame I. The rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3) is a special Euclidean
group used to parameterize attitude and is defined as (Yue et al.,
2023) SO(3) =

{
R ∈ R3×3

| RTR = I3, det(R) = 1
}
. Then,

a Lie group SE(3) can be represented by the semidirect product
SE(3) = R3 ⋉ SO(3), and an element g ∈ R4×4 of the Lie group
SE(3) and the corresponding inverse matrix g−1

∈ R4×4 with the
form

g =

[
R p

01×3 1

]
, g−1

=

[
RT

−RTp
01×3 1

]
, (1)

can be used to compactly represent the pose configuration of a
spacecraft (Lee & Vukovich, 2016). The kinematics of a spacecraft
can be given as (Brás et al., 2016)

ġ = g ξ̂, with ξ̂ =

[
ω× v
01×3 0

]
∈ R4×4, (2)

where ξ̂ ∈ se(3) is the isomorphism from vector space to Lie
algebra associated with SE(3), ξ = [ωT, vT

]
T

∈ R6. ω ∈ R3 and
3
v ∈ R are the angular and the translational velocity vector of the

2

spacecraft with respect to the ECI frame I and expressed in the
body-fixed frame B, respectively. (·)× is used to convert a vector
in R3 to a 3 × 3 skew-symmetric matrix (cf. Kang, Shen, Wu, &
Damaren, 2023, Eq. (3)).

Then, the translational and rotational equations of a spacecraft
are given by (Mei, Liao, Gong, & Luo, 2022)

Ξ ξ̇ = ad∗

ξΞ ξ + Γ g (Ξ ) + Γ D + Γ c, (3)

with

Ξ = diag(J ,mI3) ∈ R6×6, Γ g (Ξ ) = [MT
g , F

T
g ]

T
∈ R6,

Γ D = [dT
τ , d

T
f ]

T
∈ R6, Γ c = [uT

c , f
T
c ]

T
∈ R6,

(4)

where m and J ∈ R3×3 denote the mass and the symmetric
positive-definite inertia matrix. Mg ∈ R3 and F g ∈ R3 are the
gravity-gradient moment and the gravity force on the spacecraft.
dτ ∈ R3 and d f ∈ R3 are the external disturbance torque and
force. uc ∈ R3 and f c ∈ R3 denote the control torque and force.
The adjoint operator adξ and the co-adjoint operator ad∗

ξ of ξ are
expressed as

adξ =

[
ω× 03×3
v× ω×

]
, ad∗

ξ = adT
ξ =

[
−ω×

−v×

03×3 −ω×

]
. (5)

Considering the J2 perturbation of the Earth’s oblateness and the
coupling between translational and rotational motion, Mg and F g
in the body-fixed frame B are expressed as (Lee & Vukovich, 2016,
Eqs. (5)–(7)). We assume that a virtual leader spacecraft flies in
the absence of external disturbances and control. The subscript
d indicates that the parameter is related to the virtual leader
spacecraft. Thus, the virtual leader spacecraft is expressed as{

ġd = gdξ̂d,

Ξ dξ̇d = ad∗

ξd
Ξ dξd + Γ gd(Ξ d),

(6)

where the definitions of parameters are similar to (2) and (3).
When the initial orbit and attitude parameters of the virtual
leader spacecraft are known, (6) produces a desired tracking pose
for the controllable spacecraft.

2.2. Relative kinematics and dynamics of a spacecraft on SE(3) under
input saturation

Let ge ∈ R4×4 denotes the relative error between the pose
of the virtual leader spacecraft and the pose of the controllable
spacecraft, can be expressed as (Mei et al., 2022)

ge = g−1
d g =

[
RT

dR RT
d(p − pd)

01×3 1

]
=

[
Re pe
01×3 1

]
. (7)

Then, by the exponential coordinates, the pose configuration er-
ror ge can be uniformly expressed as (Zhang, Biggs, Ye, & Sun,
2019)

η =

[
Φ
Ψ

]
=

[
logSE(3) ge

]∨
=

[
Φ× Ψ
01×3 0

]∨

∈ R6, (8)

where [·]
∨ is the operation of mapping the Lie algebra to the

corresponding vector. Φ ∈ R3 and Ψ ∈ R3 are the attitude
and the position tracking error, respectively, which are expanded
as Zhang, Biggs, et al. (2019, Eq. (15) and Eq. (16)).

The relative velocity error ξe = [ωT
e , v

T
e ]

T
∈ R6 in the body-

fixed frame B of the controllable spacecraft is (Lee, Sanyal, &
Butcher, 2015)

ξe = ξ − Adg−1
e

ξd. (9)

In addition, the adjoint matrix mapping operation of the Lie group

SE(3) is introduced as Zhang, Biggs, et al. (2019, Eq. (18)).
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Then, the relative kinematics of a spacecraft using exponential
coordinates can be represented as

η̇ = G(η)ξe, (10)

here the definitions of G(η) is expressed in Zhang, Biggs, et al.
(2019, Eq. (20a)). Then, taking the dynamics (3) into the time
derivative of (9) and using the fact in Lee and Vukovich (2016,
Appendix), the relative dynamics of the spacecraft are expressed
as

ξ̇e =H + Ξ−1Γ c + Ξ−1Γ g (Ξ ) + Γ D, (11)

here H = Ξ−1 ad∗

ξ Ξ ξ + adξe Adg−1
e

ξd − Adg−1
e

ξ̇d.

ssumption 1. The unknown disturbance Γ D of the spacecraft
s bounded by an unknown positive constant Dmax, i.e., ∥Γ D∥ ≤

Dmax.

In addition, the actuator saturation is also considered. The
saturated control input Γ c = [Γc,1, . . . , Γc,6]

T
∈ R6 in (11) is

efined as Γ c,i = sign(Uc,i)min(Usat,c,i, |Uc,i|) (Kang et al., 2023),
where Uc,i and Usat,c,i are the nominal input and saturation limit
of the ith actuator of the spacecraft with i = 1, . . . , 6. The
nonlinear saturation Γ c in this work is approximately modeled
as Γ̄ c = [ūT

c , f̄
T
c ]

T
= [Γ̄c,1, . . . , Γ̄c,6]

T
∈ R6 by using a dead-zone

based model (Mousavi & Khayatian, 2011; Yue et al., 2023) with
the relation

Γ̄c,i = ρ0,c,iUc,i −

∫ Kc,i

0
ρc,i(k)Z(k,Uc,i)dk, (12)

where ρc,i(k) is a known density function and is given as ρc,i(k){ 2
Kc,i

r ≤ Kc,i,

0 r > Kc,i,
. The dead-zone operator Z(k,Uc,i) is defined

s Z(k, uc,i) = max
(
Uc,i − k,min(0,Uc,i + k)

)
. Meanwhile, ρ0,c,i =∫ Kc,i

0 ρc,i(k)dk is a positive known constant parameter. According
to Kang et al. (2023, Eq. (9)), we further have Usat,c,i = Kc,i from
ρc,i(k).

Then, the relative dynamics (11) can be rewritten as

ξ̇e = H + Ξ−1Γ̄ c + Ξ−1Γ g (Ξ ) + Γ D, (13)

with Γ̄ c = ρ0,c ◦ U c − Lc,

where ρ0,c = [ρ0,c,1, . . . , ρ0,c,6]
T

∈ R6, Lc = [lc,1, . . . , lc,6]T ∈

R6 with lc,i =
∫ Kc,i
0 ρc,i(k)Z(k,Uc,i)dk, i = 1, . . . , 6. U c =

[Uc,1, . . . ,Uc,6]
T

∈ R6 represents the controller output to be
designed and the symbol ◦ denotes Hadamard product (Horn,
1990).

2.3. Attitude and obstacle-avoidance constraints

In this subsection, the models of attitude constraints and
obstacle-avoidance constraints are given.

2.3.1. Attitude constraint
As shown in Fig. 2(a), for the spacecraft, am is the center-

pointing unit vector in the body-fixed frame B of the mth (m =

1, 2, . . . ,M) sensitive spaceborne equipment. There are N bright
objects corresponding to the mth sensitive spaceborne equip-
ment, which is located at position pn ∈ R3 (n = 1, 2, . . . ,N) in
the ECI frame I. The half cone angle of the field of view of the
mth sensitive spaceborne equipment to the nth bright object is
represented by θn

m (0 < θn
m < π ).

In this work, when ∥pn∥ ≥ 100∥p∥ is satisfied, the relative
motion between the bright object and the spacecraft can be
ignored. The corresponding attitude-forbidden zone is defined

as the static attitude-forbidden zone (SAFZ). When another kind

3

Fig. 1. Diagram of saturated adaptive pose control system.

of bright object is close to the spacecraft, the relative motion
between them cannot be ignored. The corresponding attitude-
forbidden zone is defined as the dynamic attitude-forbidden zone
(DAFZ). Then, the static/dynamic attitude-forbidden zone of the
mth sensitive spaceborne equipment and the nth bright object
an be uniformly expressed as
T
mR

T ln < cos(θn
m), (14)

ith ln =

{
pn

∥pn∥
, if ∥pn∥ ≥ 100∥p∥,

pn−p
∥pn−p∥ , otherwise.

(15)

n this work, the SAFZ is for distant bright objects (e.g., the Sun).
he DAFZ is for neighboring bright objects (e.g., flames generated
y multiple engines of adjacent non-cooperative spacecraft). We
lso assume that all luminous objects are considered to be bright
pheres.

.3.2. Obstacle-avoidance constraint
In this work, obstacle-avoidance between the spacecraft and
space obstacles (space debris or non-cooperative neighbor

pacecraft) is considered. Assuming that the positions of all space
bstacles are known, the qth space obstacle is located at position
q ∈ R3 in the ECI frame I. The collision constraint of the
pacecraft and the qth space obstacle is expressed as
q
s = ∥p − pq∥ > dq, q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q , (16)

where dq represents the minimum distance between the space-
craft and the qth obstacle. dqs is the relative distance between the
spacecraft and the qth obstacle.

Assumption 2. The desired pose gd from the virtual leader
spacecraft and the initial pose g(t = 0) of the spacecraft meet
the mixed attitude constraints (14) and obstacle-avoidance con-
straints (16).

3. Problem statement

The objective of this paper is to design a SAP controller
for the spacecraft on SE(3) to achieve the desired pose con-
figuration gd tracking in the presence of attitude constraints
and obstacle-avoidance constraints, input saturation, and distur-
bances, as shown in Fig. 1.

This work mainly solves the following two problems:

Problem 1 (Cancellable Potential Function). Considering the con-
straints composed of multiple static/dynamic attitude-forbidden
zones and multiple space obstacles, propose cancellable potential
functions that can disappear at the desired pose configuration gd.

Problem 2 (Saturated Adaptive Pose Controller). Based on the
uniformly asymptotically stable theory of nonlinear vanishing
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erturbation systems, design an SAP controller leveraging the
ancellable potential function to achieve the desired pose con-
iguration gd tracking under the multiple constraints.

4. Cancellable potential function

In this section, we solve Problem 1. Suppose the spacecraft
s with M sensitive spaceborne instruments, and there are N1
right objects (at long distance) corresponding to the mth (m =

, 2, . . . ,M) equipment. Meanwhile, there are Q space obstacles
round the orbit of the virtual leader spacecraft, and each space
bstacle is assumed to be a bright object at a close distance.

.1. Attitude cancellable potential function

There are M sensitive spaceborne instruments, which is re-
uired to avoid exploring directly to both N1 bright objects at
ong distance and Q space obstacles at close distance. Therefore,
here are N = N1 + Q static/dynamic attitude-forbidden zones
or the mth (m = 1, 2, . . . ,M) equipment. To further protect the
ensitive equipment, we define an warning angle σ n

m (θn
m < σ n

m <
) for the nth (n = 1, 2, . . . ,N) attitude-forbidden zone.

Assumption 3. The desired pose configuration gd makes the
center pointing vector of themth sensitive spaceborne equipment
outside the nth bright object attitude warning zone, i.e., ⟨am,RT

dln⟩
> σ n

m, where ⟨a, b⟩ is the angle of vectors a and b.

Then, motivated by Kang, Shen, and Wu (2020, Definition 2)
and based on attitude constraint model (14) and Assumption 3,
the attitude cancellable potential function Un

m is constructed as

Un
m =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(
aTmRTln−cos(σn

m)
)2(

cos(θnm)−aTmRTln
)2 , θn

m < ⟨am,RTln⟩ ≤ σ n
m,

0, σ n
m < ⟨am,RTln⟩,

(17)

here m = 1, . . . ,M , n = 1, . . . ,N . σ n
m is the nth warning angle

f the mth sensitive equipment.
As observed in (17), the attitude cancellable potential function

n
m works only when the mth sensitive spaceborne equipment
enter pointing vector am is located in the warning zone of the
th attitude-forbidden zone.

.2. Obstacle-avoidance cancellable potential function

Suppose that the qth (q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q ) space obstacle and
he spacecraft are in the spherical envelope with radii rq and rs,
espectively, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Thus, the minimum distance
q = rq + rs in (16) between the spacecraft and the qth space
bstacle. Then, we define the warning distance dqw (dqw > dq) for
he spacecraft.

efinition 1. [Warning distance] As shown in Fig. 2(b), suppose
hat the spacecraft with mass m is approaching the qth space
bstacle with its maximum allowable relative speed vmax. The
nitial relative position of the qth space obstacle to the spacecraft
is dqs,0. If the maximum force fc,max is applied to decelerate the
spacecraft, the final relative speed of the spacecraft reduces to
zero when the relative distance of the qth space obstacle and the
spacecraft is dqs,t = dq. The warning distance of the spacecraft
and the qth space obstacle is dqw = dqs,0 − dqs,t + dq = dqs,0. Then,
the spherical zone with the warning distance dqw as the radius
is regarded as the collision warning zone between the spacecraft
and the qth space obstacle.

According to Definition 1, we have dq =
1
2
fmax
m t2 − vmaxt + dqw .

hen, we can obtain a unique solution to t as well. Thus, the
arning distance dq can be defined as dq =

1 m v2
+ d .
w w 2 fmax max q

4

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of pose constraints.

Assumption 4. The desired pose configuration gd makes the
qth space obstacle outside the qth collision warning zone of the
pacecraft, i.e., ∥pd − pq∥ > dqw .

Then, according to the obstacle-avoidance constraint model
(16) and Assumption 4, the obstacle-avoidance cancellable poten-
tial function Fq is given as

Fq =

⎧⎨⎩
(
(dqw )2−∥p−pq∥2

)2(
∥p−pq∥2−d2q

)2 , dq < ∥p − pq∥ ≤ dqw,

0, dqw < ∥p − pq∥.

(18)

The obstacle-avoidance cancellable potential function Fq is
only effective when the qth space obstacle enters the qth collision
warning zone of the spacecraft.

From (17) and (18), the desired pose configuration gd is the
equilibrium point of the attitude cancellable potential function
Un
m and the obstacle-avoidance cancellable potential function Fq.

To this end, this kind of potential function is defined as a can-
cellable potential function.

5. Saturated adaptive pose controller

In this section, we solve Problem 2. In order to design the
controller, a sliding mode vector s ∈ R6 is constructed as s =

ξe+V1η, where V1 = diag(ν11, . . . , ν16) ∈ R6×6 is positive-definite
diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements. According to
(10) and (13) of the spacecraft, the time derivative of s is

ṡ = H + Ξ−1Γ̄ c + Ξ−1Γ g (Ξ ) + Γ D + V1G(η)ξe. (19)

Noted that the upper bound Dmax of the disturbances ΓD is
limited by a known constant, thus the estimation D̂max of the pa-
rameter Dmax is also limited to a known bounded convex set. This
can be realized by using a smooth projection algorithm (Thakur,
Srikant, & Akella, 2015) to modify the parameter update law. Two
convex sets are defined as

ΩDmax ≜
{
Dmax ∈ R | D2

max < ϵ
}

ΩD̂max
≜

{
D̂max ∈ R | D̂2

max < ϵ + δ
} (20)

where ϵ > 0 and δ > 0 are known constants. The smooth
projection-based update law for D̂max is given by
˙̂Dmax = Proj

(
D̂max, Υ

)
, Υ ≜ λmax(Ξ )∥s∥, (21)

where Proj
(
D̂max, Υ

)
≜⎧⎨⎩ βΥ if D̂2

max < ϵ

β

(
Υ −

(
D̂2
max−ϵ

)
Υ D̂max

δD̂2
max

D̂max

)
if D̂2

max ≥ ϵ

with β being a positive constant.
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Then, according to (19) and the projection-based update law
for D̂max in (21), a basic controller is designed as

U c = χ◦
(
− Ξ (H + V1G(η)ξe) − Γ g (Ξ )

− k1s −
λmax(Ξ )D̂maxs

∥s∥ + κ2 + Lc
)
,

(22)

where k1 = diag(k11, . . . , k16) ∈ R6×6 is a positive-definite
diagonal matrix, χ = [

1
ρ0,c,1

, . . . , 1
ρ0,c,6

]
T

∈ R6, and the up-
ating laws for the adaptive parameter κ is proposed as κ̇ =
k2λmax(Ξ )κ∥s∥

∥s∥+κ2 D̂max.
Using the proposed basic controller U c in (22), we have the

ollowing theorem.

heorem 1. For the spacecraft expressed by (10) and (13), the
proposed basic controller (22) ensures that limt→∞ η(t) = 0 and
limt→∞ ξe(t) = 0.

Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function V1 =
1
2 s

TΞ s+VDmax +Vκ ,
here VDmax =

1
2β D̃

2
max and Vκ =

1
2k2

κ2 with D̃max = Dmax − D̂max.
Substituting (19) and the proposed basic controller (22) into

he time derivative of V1 yields
˙1 ≤ − min(k1)sTs − λmax(Ξ )∥s∥D̂max

+ λmax(Ξ )∥s∥Dmax −
1
β
D̃max

˙̂Dmax

≤ − min(k1)sTs − C,

(23)

where C = −
1
β
D̃max(

˙̂Dmax − βλmax(Ξ )∥s∥) and min(·) is the
inimum element.
According to (21), C = 0 if D̂2

max < ϵ. In addition, when D̂2
max ≥

, C =

(
D̂2
max−ϵ

)
Υ D̂max

δD̂2
max

D̃maxD̂max ≤ 0 due to D̃maxD̂max = DmaxD̂max−

ˆ 2
max ≤ 0 when D̂2

max ≥ ϵ. Therefore, V̇1 ≤ −min(k1)sTs, since
in(k1) > 0. By invoking Barbalat’s Lemma (Khalil, 2002, Section
.3), it yields that limt→∞ s(t) = 0. Then, consider the Lyapunov
unction V2 =

1
2η

Tη, substituting (10) and ξe = −V1η into
he time derivative of V2 further yields V̇2 = −V1η

TG(η)η ≤

−λmin(V1)ηTη, where the fact G(η)η = η (Lee et al., 2015) is used.
Then, based on Barbalat’s Lemma, the pose error η = 0 as t → ∞.

hen η = 0, we can get η̇ = 0, and then substitute it into (10)
o further obtain ξe = 0 due to G(η) ̸= 0. Thus, it is clear that
limt→∞ η(t) = 0 and limt→∞ ξe(t) = 0.

This completes the proof. ■

Then, the force and torque produced by the cancellable poten-
tial functions (17) and (18) can be expressed as

U PF =

⎡⎣−k3
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

∂Un
m

∂(Ram)
, −k4RT

Q∑
q=1

∂Fq
∂p

⎤⎦T

. (24)

Then, the SAP controller is designed as

U∗

c = Ū c + χ ◦ Ū PF , (25)

here Ū c = ρ∗

0,c ◦U c − L∗

c ∈ R6, the ith actuator saturation value
∗

c,i = Kc,i, and Ū PF = ρ0,PF ◦ U PF − LPF ∈ R6 is the dead-zone
ased saturation operation for the control force/torque (24).
In this work, we assume that the saturated value KPF ,i = 4Kc,i

s given. This setting is for ∥Ū c∥ < ∥χ ◦ Ū PF∥ to achieve that
he potential function plays a leading role when it is necessary to
nsure the safety of the spacecraft. The selection KPF ,i = 4Kc,i is

not unique, and suitable coefficients can be determined through
multiple simulations.

Then, the SAP controller (25) is substituted into the time
derivative of (19) to further obtain

ṡ = f (t, s) + h(t, s), (26)
5

where f (t, s) and h(t, s) = Ξ−1Ū PF represent the nominal system
and the perturbation term, respectively, and

f (t, s) =H + Ξ−1(ρ0,c ◦ U c − Lc) + Ξ−1Γ g (Ξ )

where ρ0,c ◦ Ū c − Lc = ρ0,c ◦ U c − Lc is applied.
According to Theorem 1, when limt→∞ s(t) = 0, the spacecraft

reaches the equilibrium point. At this time, according to (17) and
(18), the perturbation term h(t, 0) = 0. Therefore, the system
(26) is a vanishing perturbation system. Thus, the stability of the
vanishing perturbation system (26) is summarized as

Theorem 2. When the positive vector k1 is selected to be suf-
ficiently large, the origin s = 0 is a uniformly asymptotically
equilibrium point of the perturbed system (26).

Proof. By choosing the same Lyapunov function V1 as in The-
orem 1, we obtained ∂V1

∂t +
∂V1
∂s f (t, s) ≤ −min(k1)∥s∥2, and ∂V1

∂s

 ≤ λmax(Ξ )∥s∥ by following the same procedures as in
heorem 1.
Then, the derivative of V1 along the trajectories of (26) is given

y V̇1 ≤ −min(k1)∥s∥2
+λmax(Ξ )∥s∥∥h(t, s)∥. If the perturbation

erm h(t, s) satisfies

h(t, s)∥ ≤ γ ∥s∥, γ <
min(k1)
λmax(Ξ )

, (27)

hen according to the uniformly asymptotically stable theory of
onlinear vanishing perturbation systems in Khalil (2002, Section
.1), the origin s = 0 is a uniformly asymptotically stable equi-
ibrium point of the perturbed system (26). Thus, the proof can
e completed by showing (27) is established. It can be proved in
hree cases:

1. When s = 0, h(t, s) = 0, the spacecraft at the equilibrium
point, it is obvious that (27) is established.

2. When s ̸= 0, h(t, s) = 0, the spacecraft is outside any
attitude/collision warning zone. It is obvious that (27) is
established.

3. When s ̸= 0, h(t, s) ̸= 0, the spacecraft are within one
or more attitude/collision warning zones. In view of 1, we
can get ∥h(t, s)∥ ≤ λmax(Ξ−1)∥Ū PF∥. Since λmax(Ξ−1) and
∥U sat,c∥ are known, ∥Ū PF∥ is a bounded value. Therefore,
when the inertial parameters Ξ of the spacecraft are de-
termined, the larger the minimum element of the vector
k1, the more conducive to the establishment of (27).

his completes the proof. ■

Then, based on Theorem 2, the sliding mode vector satisfies
imt→∞ s(t) = 0. From Theorem 1, we further get limt→∞ η(t) =

and limt→∞ ξe(t) = 0. Therefore, the SAP controller achieves
racking of the desired pose configuration gd despite multiple
onstraints.

emark 1. Recalling the following previous works:

1. In Huang, Yan, and Zhou (2017, Theorem 2, Eq. (59)), it is
not strict to directly assume that inequality (27) is satisfied.

2. In Huang, Yan, Zhou, and Yang (2017, Theorem 1, Eq. (69))
and Zhang, Ye, et al. (2019, Theorem 2, Eq. (39)), the poten-
tial function in the inequality of the perturbation term and
the equilibrium point tends to infinity, thus it is difficult
to find the proper parameters that satisfy the inequality
relation.

In this work, after introducing the saturation operation, the
erm ∥h(t, s)∥ is bounded rather than tending to infinity in the
forementioned works. Based on this, we obtain conservative
onditions for the establishment of inequality (27), which is a
ajor contribution of this work.
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Fig. 3. The time history of the quantity related to attitude state of the spacecraft under the proposed controller (25).
Fig. 4. The time history of the quantity related to position state of the spacecraft under the proposed controller (25).
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emark 2. According to the adaptive law (21), a larger β may
cause oscillations, while a smaller β may slow down the stabiliza-
tion speed of the adaptive parameter Proj

(
D̂max, Υ

)
. Moreover, for

parameters in basic controller (22), a larger k1 may lead to ex-
cessive system damping and slower convergence speed, whereas
a smaller k1 may cause unnecessary oscillations. Meanwhile, a
larger k1V1 may accelerate the convergence speed of the system
but cause unnecessary oscillations. Finally, larger k3 and k4 in (24)
may lead to severe oscillations when the spacecraft responds to
pose constraints, while smaller k3 and k4 may cause violation of
he pose constraints.

. Simulation results

In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed SAP controller
25) is verified by a numerical simulation.

The Orbital Elements of the virtual leader spacecraft are pro-
ided to the same as Kang et al. (2022). The inertia parameters of
he two spacecraft and the input limits of the attitude actuators
nd the translation actuators are set to the same as Mei et al.
2022). The initial pose configuration gd(0) and velocity ξd(0) of
the virtual leader spacecraft are

gd(0) =

⎡⎢⎣ 0.3526 −0.64 0.6827 −1.1991 × 106

−0.64 0.3674 0.6749 6.1442 × 106

−0.6827 −0.6749 −0.28 2.8105 × 106

0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎦ ,

ξd(0) = 103
× [0, 0, 0, −2.4746, 2.1108, −6.9752]T,

here the units of position vector, translation velocity vector and
ngular velocity vector are m, m/s and rad/s, respectively. Then,
he initial attitude R(0) and the initial angular velocity ω(0) of the
pacecraft are

(0) =

[ 0.5723 −0.8138 −0.1010
0.8138 0.5484 0.1922

−0.1010 −0.1922 0.9761

]
, ω(0) = [0, 0, 0]T.

n the body-fixed frame Bd of the virtual leader spacecraft, the

elative position and relative velocity of the spacecraft and the

6

irtual leader spacecraft are given as [90, −2000, 80]T m and
1, −0.5, 1]T m/s.

The unit vector of a sensitive spaceborne equipment on the
ody-fixed frame B is a = [0, 0, 1]T. In addition, three SAFZ in
he ECI frame I are considered, which are the same as Kang et al.
2023, Table I). All three static forbidden angles are set to 18 deg.
hree space obstacles near the orbit of the virtual leader space-
raft are considered, with relative positions [60, −1800, 30]T m,

[25+30 sin(0.1t), −800−30 cos(0.1t), 20+30 sin(0.1t)]T m, and
−20, −550, 600]T m. The spacecraft and three space obstacles
are assumed to be within a spherical envelope with a radius
of 15 m, thus dq = 30 m. These three space obstacles are
bright objects, forming three DAFZ with 15 deg forbidden angle.
The maximum angular translation velocity of the spacecraft are
∥ωe∥max = 10 deg/s and ∥ve∥max = 13 m/s. Then, the warning
angle and warning distance are σ n

1 =
1
2

25.5
∥[1,1,1]∥ ×

( 10π
180

)2
+

n
1 ≈

15π
180 + θn

1 rad and dqw =
1
2

110
∥[10,10,10]∥ × 132

+ dq ≈

30 + dq m for n = 1, 2, . . . , 6, θn
1 represents the forbidden

ngle of each attitude-forbidden zone. For SAP controller (25),
1 = diag(0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.08, 0.012, 0.08), ϵ = 10−4, δ = 10−5,

β = 10−6, Dmax(0) = 0, k2 = 10−3, κ(0) = 2, k3 = 5, k4 = 10−3,
k1 = 100 diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1).

As shown in Fig. 3(a), the proposed SAP controller (25) achieves
attitude tracking in 350 s with a steady-state error ∥Ψ ∥ ≤

5 × 10−3 in 950 s. The maximum angular velocity tracking error
∥ωe∥max ≤ 10 deg/s, and the steady-state error ∥ωe∥ ≤ 3 × 10−3

deg/s in 950 s, as shown in Fig. 3(b). From Fig. 3(c), the input
saturation limitation is satisfied by using the dead-zone satura-
tion operation. From Fig. 4(a), the proposed SAP controller (25)
achieves position tracking under obstacle-avoidance constraints,
where the position tracking is completed in 600 s with a steady-
state error ∥Φ∥ ≤ 0.06 m in 950 s. From Fig. 4(b), the maximum
translation velocity tracking error is ∥ve∥max ≤ 13 m/s, and
the translation velocity tracking error converges in 950 s with a
steady-state error ∥ve∥ ≤ 8× 10−4 m/s. From Fig. 4(c), it is clear
that the saturation limit of control force is satisfied.

The angles between the pointing direction of the sensitive
equipment and the central pointing of the attitude-forbidden
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Fig. 5. The time history of the quantity related to pose constraints of the spacecraft under the proposed controller (25).
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Fig. 6. The bound condition γ ∥s∥ − ∥h(t, s)∥ ≥ 0 in (27).

zones are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). The proposed SAP con-
troller (25) ensures the safety of the sensitive equipment. Mean-
while, according to Fig. 5(c), the collision threat between the
spacecraft and the obstacles is avoided. According to Fig. 5, the
initial pose configuration and desired pose configuration of the
spacecraft satisfy the required Assumptions 2–4. As seen from
Fig. 6, the key condition (27) for vanishing disturbances is sat-
isfied, which is an improvement compared with Huang, Yan, and
Zhou (2017, Theorem 2, Eq. (59)), Huang, Yan, Zhou, and Yang
(2017, Theorem 1, Eq. (69)), and Zhang, Ye, et al. (2019, Theorem
2, Eq. (39)).

7. Conclusions

In this paper, based on the uniformly asymptotically stable
theory of nonlinear vanishing perturbation systems, a saturated
adaptive pose controller is proposed for the spacecraft on SE(3) to
realize the desired pose configuration tracking with the attitude
constraints and obstacle-avoidance constraints, input saturation,
and disturbances. Based on the dead-zone saturation operation,
the relative kinematics and dynamics on SE(3) are constructed.
Cancellable potential functions are designed by introducing the
warning range for the pose constraints. Then, the SAP pose con-
troller leveraging the cancellable potential functions is proposed
to achieve the desired pose configuration tracking under pose
constraints. Finally, simulation results demonstrate the efficiency
of the proposed integrated pose controller. In future works, the
acquisition of attitude information of space obstacles, the point-
ing deviation of spaceborn equipment, and the underactuated

coupling control near Small Bodies will be explored.

7
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